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Review of Network Modelling Methods for the Human Gut Microbiome &
Exploration of Dependency Network Modelling for Probiotic Agent Identification

Introduction
The project goal is twofold: first to review and evaluate existing methodology for modelling the network of microbial interactions within the human gut microbiome; then to implement and experiment with a dependency network learning algorithm, GENIE3, as a framework to generate hypotheses on potential probiotic agents against pathogenic microbes (e.g. \textit{Clostridium difficile}).

Significance
The bacterial, fungal, and viral microbes harbored within the human gastrointestinal tract are referred to as the gut microbiome. Extensive research has established its involvement in metabolism, nutrition, physiology, and immune function, with perturbations or imbalance in the ‘normal’ microbiota linked to inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), obesity, type 2 diabetes, and atopy (Bull & Plummer, 2014). One of the key and endemic perturbations in modern healthcare landscape has been overuse of antibiotics, effectively selecting for multidrug resistant strains of microbes (Ventola, 2015), and accelerating the need and search for probiotic alternatives to infection prevention and treatment (D’Souza, Rajkumar, Cooke, & Bulpitt, 2002). In the context of plant and soil microbiome, network models have been identified as tools to generate testable hypotheses about candidate microbes affecting plant health, with “pathogen-focused analysis” of networks aiming to find taxa with direct or indirect associations with taxa known a priori as pathogens (Poudel et al. 2016). This project aims to review work done so far on network modelling of the human gut microbiome, evaluating their efficacy in hypothesis generation and predictive power. An dependency network learning algorithm, GENIE3, which has been particularly effective in learning gene regulatory networks (Huynh-Thu, Irrthum, Wehenkel, & Geurts, 2010), will be appropriated for the purpose of finding potential probiotic agents against pathogenic microbes.

Approach
For the literature review portion, recent publications employing correlation and Bayesian network modelling of microbiome will be reviewed (see preliminary list of publications for review below). The preliminary list of publications to be reviewed are not limited to learning a network from 16S rRNA sequenced data of the human gut microbiome, but also that of soil, human lung, milk, and plant, so that any viable method of network construction in a microbial community can be evaluated. There not having been identified a common metric to measure the accuracy of learned networks in the preliminary review of the selected publications, the review will also look at different validation methods for the learned network, along with how each paper measures the predictive power of the learned model; if any a priori knowledge was integrated, and if so, how; and finally, how time-series or context-specific interactions are modelled from the sample data.
The experimentation/implementation portion is contingent upon identifying a training and test data set (most likely 16S rRNA sequenced data) that can be used for implementing a dependency network learning algorithm, GENIE3, against microbiome data. The goal is to identify microbial agents with high interaction with one another, which could be used to identify potential probiotic agents against pathogenic microbial agents (e.g. *C. difficile*). GENIE3 is a particularly effective methodology for constructing gene regulatory networks from gene expression data. The plan is to adjust the algorithm to use Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs) or some equivalent representation of microbial agents (most likely limited to bacterial agents) as its ‘features’ in the fixed-length feature vector, instead of individual genes/regulatory factors. If reality allows for ambition, exploration of ensemble methods beyond random forests or extra trees (Ruyssinck et al., 2014) will be included in the implementation.
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